Concurrent chemotherapy for cervical cancer patients primarily treated with radiotherapy: is it necessary for all?
Concurrent cisplatin-based chemotherapy has been strongly recommended in women with cervical cancer requiring radiotherapy (RT). However, our studies have shown a subset of patients can achieve good treatment outcome by RT alone and the benefit of treating them with concurrent chemoradiation (CCRT) is questionable. On the other hand, patients with positive lymph node, squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCC-ag) level > 10 or stage III/IVA disease have a higher risk of distant metastasis and weekly single-agent cis-platinum might be ineffective in reducing systemic relapse. This review will present our rationales and suggestions for the selection of cervical cancer patients who should receive different forms of CCRT or RT alone. We believe the intensity of CCRT for cervical cancer should vary between patients based on their individual risk for local and distant relapse.